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Chapter 6
Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching:
Implications for Out-of-Field Teachers

Cosette Crisan and Linda Hobbs

Abstract This chapter provides a framework for thinking about the subject-specific1

nature of teaching in terms of the knowledge, modes of inquiry and discursive prac-2

tices that delineate one subject from another in the traditional school curriculum.3

The chapter will explore how these disciplinary traits are translated into teaching as4

curriculum, knowledge and pedagogy, and how this subject-specificity of teaching5

is juxtaposed against the more generic aspects of teaching. The chapter explores the6

idea that if a teacher’s expertise can be situated within a field, then they can also be7

positioned out-of-field. Implications for teaching out-of-field are discussed in terms8

of the subject-specific knowledge, processes and skills, and the difficulties associ-9

ated with teacher practice. English and Australian illustrations of teacher practices10

from in-field and out-of-field situations are provided, in particular highlighting the11

demands of moving across subject boundaries. Cross-fertilisation is especially evi-12

dent when subjects are integrated, therefore, the issues associated with integrated13

curriculum are discussed where the traditional subject boundaries are being chal-14

lenged as schools are reorganised to integrate subjects through, for example, STEM15

teaching, or holistic curriculum designs.16

Keywords Subject-specific knowledge for teaching · Modes of inquiry17

Subject boundaries · Generic descriptions of pedagogy18

6.1 Introduction19

This chapter entices the reader into thinking about the subject-specific nature of20

teaching in terms of the knowledge, modes of inquiry and disciplinary practices21

that delineate one subject from another in traditional school curriculum, and the22
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2 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

implications that this traditional carving up of the curriculum (and therefore the23

task of teaching) can have for teachers teaching subjects without the associated spe-24

cialisation. This analysis of how qualification matches teaching allocated becomes25

imperative to consider when the traditional subject-oriented approach to school cur-26

riculum is challenged by alternative models of curricular and pedagogical design.27

Such a challenge comes from the science, technology, engineering and mathematics28

(STEM) phenomenon, where the economic and political pressure to align educa-29

tional outcomes with a changing workforce is positioning interdisciplinary thinking,30

and ‘soft skills’ (Australian Government 2011; West 2012) such as team work, com-31

munication, critical and flexible thinking and creativity, as central to a skill set for the32

twenty-first century. Utilitarian purposes of schooling take precedence under such33

regimes, and as a result, teachers face a potential breaking down of the STEM sub-34

ject boundaries; subjects which have thus far created a ‘space’ for teachers to situate35

themselves in and a ‘culture’ to belong to, in accordance with their disciplinary back-36

ground and training. Interdisciplinary groups of subjects, such as STEM, and with37

the arts as STEAM, are emerging and being privileged though curriculum innova-38

tion (e.g. Kipperman and Sanders 2007), new teacher qualifications, and even new39

school infrastructure, such as STEM education centres or facilities in schools. Inte-40

gration of subjects, as echoes of the integration of the 1960s and other eras (LaPorte41

and Sanders 1995; Yager 1996), is breaking with traditional curriculum and giving42

voice to more marginalised subjects such as technology (design and computer tech-43

nologies) and engineering (which in many countries, such as Australia, is not even44

included in the mainstream school curriculum). This proliferation of STEM globally,45

as well as other non-traditional ways of packaging the curriculum, such as through46

the phenomenon-based approach described in Finland’s national curriculum frame-47

work, challenge the idea that school is about learning within distinct knowledge and48

skill sets as defined by the discipline and then translated into the school subjects.49

The implication of these changes is that teachers are likely to be faced with50

developing and implementing new curriculums that may fall outside of their areas of51

specialisation. The notion of teacher as ‘out-of-field’ may in fact become a natural part52

of what it means to be a teacher. A danger associated with this move is that teachers53

who are teaching content that they are not familiar with can fail to give rigorous54

attention to the disciplinary knowledge and skills. Before relinquishing the notion of55

subject teacher, it is important to give serious attention to the subject-specific nature56

of teaching, both in terms of how the subjects provide meaningful focal points around57

which teachers develop a sense of identity, belonging, support and collaboration, as58

well as meaningful teaching and learning practices that are identifiably associated59

with that subject. For the out-of-field teacher, coming to understand the subjects’60

content and teaching approaches is only part of their journey of learning to teach the61

subject.62

In this chapter, we examine the subject-specific nature of teaching, beginning with63

a brief historical account of how school subjects evolved over time. While contempo-64

rary schools may still teach through subjects, there remains some debate over what65

should constitute school content and teaching approaches and the relationship of66

the subject to its corresponding disciplines. Such debates are illustrated through the67
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 3

case of mathematics as a school subject, where we discuss the relationship between68

school mathematics and the corresponding academic disciplines.69

The evolution of the school subjects imposes demands on teachers and the subject-70

specific knowledge base for teaching needed by specialist teachers. The implicit71

assumption is that preparation of teachers as subject specialists is a way of ensuring72

that school-based curriculum development and delivery is informed by a background73

of knowledge of disciplinary practices and an appreciation for how the disciplines74

can be used in answering important societal, political, personal, economic and philo-75

sophical questions of life. The basic assumptions underpinning mathematics and76

science subjects (Hobbs 2012) are discussed in order to explore how the nature77

of curriculum and activity place subject-specific demands on teachers. Despite this78

subject-specificity, scholarly debates have lead to a number of trends in education79

that frame education and teaching in generic terms, thereby at times sidelining the80

role of the subject in shaping pedagogy.81

But what are the implications of having a subject-oriented approach for the prepa-82

ration and support of ‘out-of-field’ teachers? Can teachers learn to teach the subject83

despite not being formally specialised in an area? Research has shown that learning to84

teach a subject without the necessary background in either the content or the teaching85

approaches is not unproblematic and therefore requires focused re-training (Crisan86

and Rodd 2014) and an appreciation of the fact that it can actually be quite difficult87

to teach out-of-field (du Plessis et al. 2015; Hobbs 2013). This chapter therefore also88

explores how enculturation into the disciplinary practices and subject culture of out-89

of-field teachers is possible over time, while considering the challenges associated90

with crossing boundaries for out-of-field mathematics and science teachers.91

6.2 A Brief Historical Account of School Subjects: What Is92

the ‘Field’ of a Subject Teacher93

Secondary schooling in Australia, England and Germany is based on a departmental94

model. Teaching occurs through subjects, and teachers usually refer to themselves95

as teachers of specific subject areas. Historically, subject specialisation developed96

in American education system between the late 1800s and early 1900 (Hargreaves97

1994), resulting in the ‘emergence and institutionalisation of the academic depart-98

ment’ (Siskin 1994, p. 38) in high schools. Siskin suggests that this ready acceptance99

was because high schools were a relatively recent phenomenon during these discus-100

sions and the form they would take was still unclear. Departmentalisation remains101

one of the main differences between primary and secondary education in Australia,102

UK and Germany.103

By the 1930s, subjects were firmly grounded in high schools, established through a104

top-down approach from academic institutions (Siskin 1994). According to Goodson105

(1993), the subject begins with the creation of an intellectual discipline by scholars,106

normally working in a university, which is then ‘translated’ for use as a subject107
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4 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

in schools. An academic school subject thus emerges out of a field of knowledge108

that provides for the subject inputs and general direction. This intrinsic relationship109

between academia and the development of school curriculum persists today to the110

extent that ‘upper secondary requirements are largely determined by the requirements111

for university entry with inevitable consequences for the lower secondary curriculum’112

(Dorfler and McLone 1986).113

Teaching became increasingly professionalised as teacher training gradually114

moved from the school to the universities where the subject specialists were located.115

Disciplinary boundaries became linked to state certificates of college degrees (Siskin116

1994). With the establishment of specialised subject areas, secondary teachers117

increasingly came to see themselves as part of a ‘subject community’, and tended118

to separate themselves from each other (Goodson 1993). Curriculum develop-119

ment became overtly subject-centred to the extent that, in America, concerns were120

expressed through The Norwood Report of 1943 (quoted in Goodson 1993) that ‘sub-121

jects seem to have built themselves vested interests and rights of their own’ (Goodson122

1993, p. 31).123

Over the years, the term ‘subject’ has been applied at a number of levels: as a school124

examination category, a title for a degree or training course, and as a department125

within a school. Goodson (1993), claims that the126

“subject” is the major reference point in the work of the contemporary secondary school:127

the information and knowledge transmitted in schools is formally selected and organised128

through subjects. The teacher is identified by the pupils and relates to them mainly through129

her or his subject specialisation. (p. 31)130

Departments act as more than administrative units (Siskin 1994); they also serve131

as the primary site for social interaction, professional identity and community, they132

represent strong boundaries dividing the school and they influence decisions and133

shape the actions of individual teachers. According to Siskin, these departments are134

distinguishable and determined by ‘realms of knowledge’ (p. 5). These realms of135

knowledge are more than just adjectives or labels for organising the school, ‘these136

subjects give departments their very reason for being’ (p. 153). The knowledge is137

recognisable so that understood differences between realms of knowledge construct138

boundaries that draw people together around a common interest. Therefore, subject139

departments140

are not just smaller pieces of the same social environment or bureaucratic labels, but worlds141

of their own with their own “ethnocentric way of looking at” things. They are sites where142

a distinct group of people come together, and together share in and reinforce the distinctive143

agreements on perspectives, rules, and norms which make up subject cultures and commu-144

nities. (Siskin 1994 p. 181)145

A teacher’s identity and work, according to van Manen (1982), are organically146

bound up in what teachers know about their subject. Teachers describe themselves147

as teachers according to what they know:148

to know a particular subject means that I know something in this domain of human knowledge.149

But to know something does not mean to just know just anything about something. To know150
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 5

something is to know what that something is in the way that it is and speaks to us. (van151

Manen 1982, p. 295)152

The subject, the subject matter and personal histories in relation to the subject153

are defining elements for teachers. This was demonstrated through Little’s (1993)154

research into schools that challenged the traditional school structure around subject155

departments, where it was found that subject allegiance remained high as teachers156

used subject expertise for maintaining the status of the subject. AQ1157

Siskin (1994) also found that teachers tended to talk not only about themselves158

but also about others in terms of their specific subject area as a way of conveying159

information about their work. What mattered for teachers involved in Siskin’s study160

was ‘not simply that they teach, but what they teach’ (p. 155, emphasis in original).161

Disciplinary background is revealed through a teacher’s choice of words, how they162

structure an argument and their goals for teaching and learning, and this aspect is163

developed further in the next section.164

6.3 Disciplinary Underpinnings of a Subject: The Case165

of Mathematics as a School Subject166

The academic disciplines of mathematics and science are represented as school sub-167

jects; however, the nature of what is represented as the subject does not, and perhaps168

cannot, necessarily mirror that of the academic version of the discipline. The foun-169

dational knowledge of mathematics and science are translated and organised for the170

purpose of meeting the outcomes of education (Beane 1995), hence the school subject171

will be a simplified form of the discipline, according to how curriculum designers172

see fit to present a discipline to pupils.173

In mathematics, Siskin (1994) claims that teachers in her US study developed174

general agreement about ‘what counts as knowledge, and how it is organised and175

produced’ (p. 170). Counter to such claims of general agreement, Schoenfeld (2004)176

states that, as with other subject areas, controversies exist about the epistemological177

foundations of the mathematics discipline, particularly ‘what constitutes “thinking178

mathematically”, which is presumably the goal of mathematics instruction’ (p. 243).179

Variation in the conceptualisation of what should be learned and how it should be180

taught has sparked curriculum reform and different views of the content and purpose181

of a curriculum have been put forward. For example, Cuoco et al. (1996) proposed a182

‘habits of minds curriculum’ where ‘Much more important than specific mathemati-183

cal results are the habits of mind used by the people who create those results’ (Cuoco184

et al. 1996, p. 1). Through such a curriculum, pupils would have opportunities to185

learn how to bring together different aspects of their knowledge and how to apply186

their mathematical skills in tackling a variety of mathematics situations (routine and187

non-routine, within and outside mathematics). However, this calls for teaching math-188

ematics for its disciplinary and intellectual value, aimed at providing training to the189

mind of the learners and developing intellectual habits in them.190
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6 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

Despite these controversies, mathematics has often been and continues to be191

characterised by incremental learning, ‘a slow systematic and progressive movement192

from the simple to the complex’ (Hargreaves 1994, p. 139). Mathematics activities193

are, therefore, often seen as ‘a sequential progression through a series of topics, each194

of which is a prerequisite to what follows’ (Sherin et al. 2004, p. 208). With this as195

a teaching model, Siskin claims that ‘math teachers value testing, placement, and196

tracking as the means of assigning students to the right rungs during their progress up197

the ladder’ (p. 170). In her US study, Siskin found that tracking was a distinguishing198

feature of mathematics teachers: where tracking was viewed by mathematics teachers199

as a means of meeting student learning needs, tracking was viewed by teachers from200

other subjects as simply ‘convoluted’ and extraneous.201

One of the consequences of having widespread agreement on the content and202

sequence—what Siskin (1994) calls ‘the tight paradigm of mathematics’—is that203

teachers are able to learn the routines, and thereby follow the same curriculum. In204

1986, Dorfler and McLone expressed views congruent with Reys (2001) and Siskin205

(1994) stating that ‘the material content of school mathematics is to a high degree206

internationally standardised. Deviations from this standard are only minor and depend207

on the educational system, local traditions and influences and perhaps special local208

demands’ (p. 58). This view to some extent dominates accounts of how subject mat-209

ter is organised as ‘coherent sets of topics’ worldwide (National Curriculum Board210

2008, p. 2). In the Australian context, the framing paper for the proposed National211

Mathematics Curriculum (National Curriculum Board 2008) acknowledges content212

variations across the Australian states and territories, but proposed a content structure213

that is based on ‘the most common categorisations of the basic content strands…in214

the compulsory years: Number, Measurement, Space, Chance and data, and Algebra’215

(p. 2). While it is only realistic to expect that pupils in schools learn about relatively216

simpler mathematical concepts and principles than those of the discipline of math-217

ematics, curriculum-related controversies raised by this framing paper relate not to218

what is taught, but to the nature of the proficiency strand incorporating processes219

involved in ‘working mathematically’ (p.8), which is about learning and adopting220

some of the ways mathematicians do mathematics through discovering patterns, for-221

mulating conjectures, making links, abstracting, generalising, presenting convincing222

arguments, justifying and proving, thus helping students develop a conception of223

mathematics as an intellectually rewarding discipline.224

In the next section, the subject-specific nature of teaching in terms of the knowl-225

edge, modes of inquiry and disciplinary practices that delineate one subject from226

another in traditional school curriculum are considered.227
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 7

6.4 Becoming and Being a Subject Specialist Teacher:228

What Does It Entail?229

Historically, there has been an implicit assumption that a body of specialised knowl-230

edge of academic mathematics and science (usually studied beyond the age of231

18 years old) is necessary or useful in order to account for the specific demands of232

school teaching practice. For example, until recently, in England, prospective mathe-233

matics teachers who enrol on a teacher training course were required to have studied234

a mathematics degree or a degree with some considerable amount of mathematics235

content. However, what of and in which ways this body of specialised knowledge of236

academic mathematics is necessary or useful to functioning effectively as a teacher237

of mathematics at a school level is still under much debate (see Chap. 5). There is238

strong evidence instead which shows that teachers’ ideas about mathematics, mathe-239

matics teaching and mathematics learning directly influence their notions about what240

to teach and how to teach it. Such research shows that teachers’ goals for instruction241

are, to a large extent, a reflection of what they think is important in mathematics and242

how they think students best learn it (Bransford et al. 2000).243

As such, those teachers who perceive mathematics as being about computations244

are likely to emphasise its place in the school curriculum and likely to argue for tra-245

ditional methods of instructing children in computation. When taught in this manner,246

Office for Standards in Education (OfStEd) (2008) found that mathematics appears247

disjointed and meaningless to many pupils, who tend to ‘refer frequently to prompts248

provided by the teacher about how to carry out a technique, but such methods,249

memorised without understanding, often later become confused or forgotten, and250

subsequent learning becomes insecure. Moreover, such an approach fragments the251

mathematics curriculum’ (p. 37).252

In contrast, those teachers who have been enculturated into mathematics are more253

likely (not a certainty) to see their discipline as a web of meanings with ideas that254

unify arithmetic, algebra, geometry and thus more likely to expect pupils ‘to remem-255

ber methods, rules and facts as well as grasping the underpinning concepts, making256

connections with earlier learning and other topics, and making sense of the mathe-257

matics so that they can use it independently (OfStEd 2008, p. 5). AQ2258

The OfStEd report (2008) produced detailed evidence and analysis from inspec-259

tions of mathematics teaching and put forward a number essential ingredients of260

effective mathematics teaching: teachers’ good mathematical expertise (subject261

knowledge and subject-specific pedagogy) and teaching that focuses on develop-262

ing conceptual understanding, while the American National Council of Teachers of263

Mathematics (2000) identified that one of the distinguishing features of an effective264

mathematics teacher is having an understanding of the ‘big ideas of mathematics265

and [being] able to represent mathematics as a coherent and connected enterprise’266

(p. 17).267

Many of these issues about appreciation for the complexity and connectedness of268

mathematics ideas are also evident in science teachers. The case for science teacher269

preparation is more complex, however, in that the science subject consists of multiple270
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8 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

science disciplines in which a science teacher might be trained, or enculturated, into271

one or two. This limited exposure to the broad spectrum of science disciplines has a272

number of implications for teachers.273

One implication relates to what counts as the ‘science’ subject. In the lower to274

middle levels of secondary schooling (ages 12–15), science is taught as a generalist275

science subject in many countries (such as Australia), while in other countries (such276

as China), science at this level is taught as the separate disciplines, that is, chemistry,277

biology, physics and earth sciences. This means that in one country, a biology teacher,278

for example, may actually be considered out-of-field if they are actually trained in279

physics; while in another country where a ‘generalist’ science approach is the norm,280

the same teacher would be considered in-field. This distinguishing feature of science281

renders international comparisons difficult.282

Another implication is that, because of these differences, the ‘subject-specific’283

nature of teaching is delineated by different criteria. The case could be made that284

a grounding in any science discipline is adequate preparation to teach any science285

discipline because of a ‘common’ scientific method, or at least an appreciation for286

the role of evidence-based claims when seeking answers to questions of a scientific287

nature. However, it is worth noting that the modes of inquiry of physics and biology,288

for example, are sufficiently different to be daunting, at least at first, for a teacher289

trained in one to be expected to teach the other.290

The generalist science teacher, if considered in-field, will have background in one291

or more science disciplines, and possibly not others; this teacher might be considered292

a ‘native’ science teacher who is considered in-field but may feel out-of-field in the293

science disciplines for which they have limited background, or may even be classified294

as out-of-field in education systems where science disciplines are taught separately.295

This is particularly the case for teachers at the senior levels where, in most countries,296

science is taught as a discipline-based model with specialised science discipline297

teachers, i.e. the chemistry or physics teacher. Teaching out-of-field at the senior298

level, even as a ‘native’ science teacher, can be very difficult because of the depth299

and complexity of content knowledge required. An example of the ‘native’ science300

teacher is Donna, an Australian science (in-field) and mathematics (out-of-field)301

teacher, who explained that a stronger grounding in biological science due to personal302

experiences with the subject matter, the discipline and the type of thinking required,303

manifested as a more intuitive approach to teaching science than mathematics or304

physics. Donna’s coherent and unified picture of the biological sciences stemmed305

from her experiences of learning biology and working with these science concepts306

in whale research. Physics, however, was considered as foreign for her as any other307

subject that had not been encountered in any meaningful way. It was for this reason308

that her teaching of biology required less planning and research compared to her309

teaching of physics or mathematics, as stated below:310

I don’t have a big mathematics background, so I have to spend a bit of time thinking about311

what could be available and what I could do; whereas with a science background, I think of312

things just because I’m experienced in that area. So I suppose it might depend on how much313

mathematics you’ve done or what resources you’ve been exposed to, what you might know314

of… I do a lot more prep for a topic like physics than I would for chemistry or biology. I’m315
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 9

teaching a 9/10 combined class in biology, and I’m finding that, like I do my normal prep316

but I can just go off in class and say, I did this and I’ve got this example, and we’ve been317

having great class discussions and fun activities. I wouldn’t have the confidence doing that318

with a physics topic. So I might spend a lot more time researching it, I might check a few319

things with another teacher. But I wouldn’t have that flamboyance in a topic that, because I320

haven’t done physics at all, apart from bits and pieces of it.321

Of course, enculturation into the disciplinary practices and subject culture is pos-322

sible over time. This is the case of Sara, a computer science specialist teacher and an323

‘out-of-field’ mathematics teacher who participated on an in-service course aimed at324

addressing the shortage of mathematics teachers in England, UK (Crisan and Rodd325

2017). On such a course Sara had opportunities to revisit and teach the subject matter326

(school mathematics), leading to the development of her technical fluency of some327

of the more challenging topics taught at different levels of school education (11–16-328

year-old pupils). Evidence gathered throughout the course showed that Sara was very329

determined to improve her subject knowledge and familiarity with the school math-330

ematics topics. As the course progressed, Sara became more focused on the learning331

and doing of mathematics compared with her initial central concern on how to teach a332

specific mathematical topic. Her lesson planning provided evidence of her consider-333

ation for the interconnectedness of the mathematics topics and links with previously334

taught topics, just as modelled and promoted by the in-service course, providing a335

strong evidence of her enculturation into the mathematics teacher community.336

However, enculturation of the out-of-field teacher often reflects school versions337

of the discipline; teacher beliefs associated with these versions of mathematics can338

be very varied (Beswick 2007). This enculturation, therefore, centres on the school339

subject culture; the subject-specific nature of teaching becomes consolidated, recog-340

nisable and describable when exploring the basic assumptions underpinning teaching341

practices common to the subject culture.342

6.5 Subject Pedagogies, Basic Assumptions and Subject343

Culture: A Case Study from Australia344

‘Subject culture’ refers to the traditions of practice, beliefs, purposes and behaviours345

associated with a subject. Schwab (1969) states that a complex culture, such as a346

subject culture, requires both diversity and unity when conceiving of the tasks of347

teaching and learning. Unity as common goals amongst teachers within the sub-348

ject area is important in establishing ‘shared traditions, shared experience, shared349

problems, values and idiom’ (p. 198). This unity makes the subject identifiable.350

Drawing from Organisational Theory, subject culture is underpinned by patterns of351

‘shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of exter-352

nal adaptation and internal integration’ (Schein 1992, p. 12). Basic assumptions are353

derived from the previous experiences of the individual and consist of perceptions354

of the nature of people and objects in the work environment. According to Schein355

(1992), the essence of a group’s culture is its pattern of shared taken-for-granted356
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10 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

basic assumptions. Schein likens these basic assumptions to Argyris and Schön’s357

(1974) theories-in-use that prescribe how to act, think and feel about things, and that358

operate as ‘unwritten scripts’ for members of the group. These scripts internalise a359

routinised approach to performance on the job: ‘Potential courses of action are eval-360

uated in terms of internalized socially constructed theories-in-use’ (Schein 1992).361

Like theories-in-use, basic assumptions are internalised perceptions of the world,362

objects, ideas and how to relate with others.363

In the teaching context, enculturation involves a lifetime of experiences of learn-364

ing, practising and teaching the subject. If the ‘group’ refers to all science and math-365

ematics teachers across all schools, then subject culture refers to those shared basic366

assumptions that govern the dominance of certain ‘subject paradigms’ (what should367

be taught) and ‘subject pedagogies’ (how this should be taught) (Ball and Lacey368

1980). These basic assumptions act as signposts and guidelines for teaching and369

learning the subject.370

A study by Darby (2010) explored the basic assumptions of two aspects of the371

subject cultures of mathematics and science in Australia that appeared to be central372

for the participating teachers in shaping pedagogy: content organisation and hands-373

on activities. In this study, six teachers from three schools were interviewed and374

their teaching observed during two teaching sequences. A thematic analysis showed375

that, while the nature of the subject matter and its organisation may be unique to376

any subject and likely to determine teaching practices (Stodolsky 1988; Stodolsky377

and Grossman 1995), the nature of the curriculum organisation had implications for378

mathematics teachers in ways that were more significant in shaping pedagogy than379

for the science teachers. Student support was a central pedagogical imperative that380

arose out of a highly sequential curriculum where mathematics anxiety and ‘filling381

the gaps’ is part of the teaching imperative; for example, one teacher quoted ‘I want382

them to enjoy mathematics. Because mathematics is a threatening subject, it is so383

threatening because it is so sequential’. Curriculum content organisation was seen to384

have an immediate and critical role in shaping the practices of the mathematics teacher385

because of the demand that the nature of the content, the progressive nature of student386

learning and the traditions of status and importance, place on student learning. TheAQ3387

shaping effect of the curriculum organisation appeared less central in the minds of388

the science teachers, who were guided by an imperative to plan units ‘that work’, that389

is, units that are age appropriate and that provide opportunities for students to engage390

with science concepts at various levels. This comparison arises out of differences in391

the degree of specificity and sequencing of the subject matter—mathematics to a392

higher degree than in science.393

By comparison, Darby found that in science, teachers showed a firmer com-394

mitment to students experiencing natural phenomena. The teachers relied on such395

experiences to engage students at an aesthetic and motivational level, as well as at a396

deeper conceptual level. In mathematics, while teachers considered practical experi-397

ences to be beneficial for learning, teachers were resistant to their use to some degree398

due to practical issues that arose as a result of their experience of a traditional com-399

mitment within the subject culture to a skills and process based, tightly structured400

curriculum. Whether a teacher incorporated practical or activity-based experiences401
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 11

in mathematics and science was not simply a matter of having a filing cabinet full of402

activities, but required an awareness of the purpose and nature of the types of activ-403

ities appropriate for the subject. It also requires a particular epistemological stance,404

which is underpinned by a web of beliefs, knowledge and experiences that provides405

some logic to the pedagogical decisions that are made by a teacher.406

The basic assumptions underpinning these positions on these aspects of teach-407

ing are outlined in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Darby used Schwab’s (1969) commonplaces408

of schooling—subject matter, student, teacher and milieu—as the framework for409

constructing these basic assumptions. These basic assumptions were developed to410

expound the relationship between the structure of the subject matter and the pedagogy411

of these teachers, as well as the epistemological, pedagogical and cultural demands412

associated with curriculum content organisation (Table 6.1) and hands-on activity413

(Table 6.2). The perceived learning needs of their students and other broader influ-414

ences from the cultural milieu factor into these aspects of the subject cultures. The415

basic assumptions listed in Table 6.1 represent the enacted curriculum as it emerges416

out of the interface of the students’ learning needs in the classroom, teachers’ beliefs417

about what needs to be learned and how this is best made available for students,418

the imposition of a school system and its expectations and demands associated with419

different subjects and the nature of the school version of the disciplinary knowledge.420

421 The basic assumptions in Table 6.2 represent teachers’ experiences of using hands-422

on activities when teaching mathematics and science: demands imposed by the sub-423

ject matter, teachers acting within a context that enables or constrains the use of424

hands-on activities, and expectations of students and teachers to incorporate such425

activities in supporting conceptual development.426

The cultural expectations captured through the basic assumptions above appear427

to have a strong influence on practice, and in some senses teachers’ pedagogical428

responses are clear. They represent, at least with respect to these teachers, what429

was considered central and specific to teaching the subject. Darby describes these430

common responses subject pedagogies (Ball and Lacey 1980) because there was431

general agreement about what was central to the teaching task.432

In mathematics, a ‘pedagogy of support’ was seen to predominate: the curriculum433

was seen to be more sequential than in science and moving to increasing degrees of434

complexity, and this appears to result in a particular response by the teacher—to make435

it less threatening for students, and to take the responsibility for student progression436

as a central part of their role. Of fundamental importance is that students are given437

the best opportunity to be successful in the subject, therefore, support for learning438

dominated these teachers’ approach to teaching and learning. A pedagogical imper-439

ative to support students in their learning is, therefore, fundamental to mathematics440

teachers, both at the relational level where teachers make themselves available, and441

at a cognitive level where teachers support the development of optimism (Williams442

2005) by judiciously offering support for problem solving.443

In science, Darby (2010) described a reliance on a ‘pedagogy of engagement’444

where the artefacts of science and natural phenomena are used to engage students445

with science ideas and ways of thinking. In order to understand how a Pedagogy of446

Engagement emerges in science, it is important to understand the relative importance447
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12 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

Table 6.1 Subject differences in the basic assumptions relating to curriculum content organisation

Science Mathematics

Subject matter Basic Assumption 1: Junior
school science subject matter
is organised in topics that are
relatively discrete, but there is
some sequencing of ideas
within the disciplines of
science. Topics tend to be
iterative

Basic Assumption 1: Junior
school mathematics subject
matter is organised as a
carefully sculpted sequence of
skills/processes and concepts,
moving to greater degrees of
abstraction and complexity

Students Basic Assumption 2: Missing
science content at the junior
level has limited bearing on
future success with science
learning. Students’ willingness
to engage with future learning
experiences, however, is
dependent on coherent and
suitably targeted content

Basic Assumption 2: Poor
skill development can result in
insecure foundational
understandings, posing a
threat to future success. This
can result in students feeling
threatened by the learning
demands of school
mathematics

Teacher Basic Assumption 3: The
imperative for the science
teacher is to add more pieces
to the puzzle for students so
that they develop a coherent
picture of the knowledge and
skills of science, and move
them on to more complex
concepts

Basic Assumption 3: The
imperative for the mathematics
teachers is to support students
in developing firm foundations
to allow them to move
successfully to the next level
of complexity and abstraction

Milieu Basic Assumption 4: Science
curriculum content is subject
to reshuffling, reflecting an
acceptance that there is no
single trajectory through the
subject matter required for
students to achieve success in
their learning

Basic Assumption 4:
Mathematics curriculum
content is relatively stable
because there is general
acceptance about the steps that
students should take as they
move to greater degrees of
complexity. The imperative to
ensure student success comes
from the importance given to
mathematics for school,
university and life

Source Darby (2010)
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 13

Table 6.2 Subject differences in the basic assumptions relating to hands-on activities

Science Mathematics

Subject matter Basic Assumption 1: Science
is seen to be an empirical way
of knowing that seeks to
explain phenomena and
objects that can be readily
observed and explained. Often
the theory is about the natural
phenomena that are being
observed and manipulated

Basic Assumption 1:
Mathematics is seen as an
abstract discipline because the
focus is on mathematical
objects, structures and
relationships that are
independent of context rather
than tangible objects that can
be readily observed. These
concepts can be applied to
real-life contexts, and
understood through real, or
concrete, objects

Students Basic Assumption 2: Students
expect to have practical-based
learning experiences in
science. Such experiences give
students the opportunity to
think about how theory relates
to natural phenomena. The
immediacy of the object in
science demands engagement
with objects so that the
provision of hands-on
experiences is essential to the
learning process

Basic Assumption 2: Students
do not necessarily expect to be
engaged in hands-on activities
in mathematics. An abstract
epistemology does not
immediately demand concrete
representations, although such
representations are considered
valuable because they can
assist in understanding an
abstract concept

Teacher Basic Assumption 3: Teachers
are expected to be proficient in
planning for, executing and
making the most of practical
work as part of their teaching
repertoire. Teachers rely on
these experiences to engage
students at multiple levels

Basic Assumption 3: Teachers
feel encouraged but not
expected to be proficient in
providing hands-on
experiences. The use of such
activities is negotiable and
peripheral to the main business
of mathematics teaching

Milieu Basic Assumption 4: Since the
objects of science are the
focus of instruction, these
objects need to be central to
the learning experience.
Consequently, science is
afforded the necessary
resources, infrastructure, and
personnel to support teaching
and learning

Basic Assumption 4: A
tradition of commitment to a
skills-based curriculum has
not prioritised hands-on
experiences as part of the
learning experience.
Infrastructure has been built
around teaching approaches
that move students through the
curriculum, with the textbook
as the defining resource

Source Darby (2010)
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14 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

afforded to the ‘cultural artefacts’ (from Becher’s [1989] theory of academic tribes)448

of the subject and discipline. For the science teacher and learner, the laboratory, the449

scientific equipment and the phenomena explored during science lessons are science450

cultural artefacts. Also, the specialist scientific language, the scientific processes and451

methods experienced through practical activities are characteristic of science. The452

defining artefacts represent multiple meanings that are associated with traditional453

practices of science and science education. Certain expectations are perpetuated.454

Students expect to do experiments, teachers expect to include practical work as part455

of their teaching repertoire, and schools expect to have to provide the appropriate456

cultural grounds and artefacts to enable this practice to take place. The artefacts, both457

as objects (phenomena and equipment) and practice (practical work), are central to458

this cultural view of what defines and differentiates science teaching and learning.459

The use of the term pedagogy here implies not just an adoption of methods of460

teaching but a rationale and certain philosophical assumptions. They represent strong461

discourses that characterised the pedagogical imperatives of the participating teach-462

ers. As subject pedagogies, they are recognisable as particular pedagogical practices,463

underpinned by certain assumptions, and they have a moral dimension in that they464

are driven by certain pedagogical imperatives that elevate particular beliefs about465

what constitutes the teaching of one subject above others. These subject pedagogies466

make the subject teaching identifiably mathematics or science.467

What are the consequences of having general agreement about these aspects of468

teaching? What happens when the prevailing pedagogies resist moves towards alter-469

natives that are underpinned by other basic assumptions? How do these general470

agreements on what it means to teach the subject affect how teachers negotiate sub-471

ject boundaries? For example, out-of-field teachers are expected to understand how472

the curriculum content is organised and how to engage students actively in their473

learning. Grundy (1994) suggests that in circumstances where teachers are expected474

to develop a curriculum that explores cross-curricular practices, ‘it isn’t sufficient475

that each learning area simply acknowledges the knowledge production processes476

of other learning areas, each learning area needs to be understood and respected’477

(p. 13). This need for respect for disciplinary integrity in integrated approaches to478

curriculum applies also to situations where teachers are teaching a subject with which479

they are unfamiliar. These teachers may not be as aware of the demands imposed by480

the subject culture. They may be ill-equipped to filter, respond to or seek alterna-481

tives to the subject pedagogies, that is, the ‘Pedagogy of Support’ and the ‘Pedagogy482

of Engagement’, which are underpinned by other basic assumptions about how the483

subject should be taught.484

For example, while teachers in Darby’s study identified practical work as critical485

to engagement, the individual teacher will determine whether practical work is used486

effectively by creating an environment that fosters deeper levels of engagement, or487

alternatively rely on the activity to ‘hook’ students and focus purely on an affective488

response. An alternative to this reliance on practical work might even be sought489

through more productive imaginings where students are able to ‘make a link, to490

identify, to engage some part of themselves with something in science’ (Lemke491

2002, p. 33); this places the emphasis on the mysteries and possibilities that science492
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 15

produces, rather than on objects themselves, or the theory that arises out of scientific493

investigation.494

Similarly, in mathematics, where there is an expectation to support learning in495

order to prepare students for future learning success, a danger is that this imper-496

ative may be interpreted in a way that restricts the learning experience to skills497

and processes as laid out in textbooks. Another danger is that teaching focuses on498

coverage rather than depth of understanding, resulting in superficial student learn-499

ing, difficulties in translating mathematics to real-life contexts, and poor attitudes500

and self-concept in relation to mathematics. Stacey (2003), however, advocated for501

‘greater emphasis on explicit mathematical reasoning, deduction, connections and502

higher-order thinking’ (Stacey 2003, p. 122). This agenda calls for teachers to ‘create503

supportive learning environments, to utilise worthwhile mathematical tasks, to man-504

age students’ mathematical discourse, and to promote sense making’ (Jones 2004).505

While there is some flexibility within the traditions to accommodate variation,506

for a teacher to break away from those traditions to embrace emerging traditions507

emanating from the research literature requires an appreciation of what is possible508

within the epistemological and pedagogical constraints of the subject. A number509

of factors, such as teaching backgrounds, subject commitments and beliefs about510

teaching and learning, mediate a teacher’s capacity to interpret the traditions, and511

degree of autonomy to challenge or move forward from those traditions.512

6.6 Challenging the Role of Subjects and Subject Cultures513

in Determining Pedagogy: Subject-Specific Versus514

Generic Descriptions of Pedagogy515

While a tradition of subject specialisation in secondary schools has contributed to516

a tendency to promote pedagogy appropriate for specific areas of content, in recent517

years, various curriculum models underpinning education systems reflect a rethinking518

of the purpose and role of the ‘subject’. These models are informed by research519

focused on a contemporary view of the purpose of schooling that has generated, and520

reported on, a shift in the way pedagogy is conceived, particularly in the middle years521

of schooling. This section outlines some of the arguments and counterarguments522

involved in this debate about the integrity of ‘the disciplines’ as conceptualisations523

of pedagogy is distanced from the context of the subject.524

In 2004, Gardner stated that disciplines are ‘the best answers that human beings525

have been able to give to fundamental questions about who we are, physically, biolog-526

ically, and socially’ (p. 233). They are distinctive in terms of mores, genres, syntax527

and content, the mastery of which takes time. However, historically, research in528

teaching and learning has regarded subject matter disciplines in varied ways: ‘as the529

organizing framework for investigation and implementation’ (Shulman and Sherin530

2004, p. 135); or as secondary to ‘generic principles of instruction that could tran-531
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16 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

scend disciplinary boundaries’ (Shulman and Sherin 2004, p. 135). The result was532

that content areas nearly disappeared from research at various points in history.533

Since the mid-1980s, research on teacher thinking and teacher knowledge, which534

recognises the importance of teacher cognition as a means of understanding the535

teaching process, focused on the complex relationship between subject knowledge536

and pedagogy (Shulman 1986; Wilson et al. 1987; McNamara 1991; Banks et al.537

1999). Shulman (1986) argued that researchers neglected to ask questions about the538

content of the lessons taught, the questions asked and the explanations offered.539

Where do teachers’ explanations come from? How do teachers decide what to teach, how540

to represent it, how to question students about it, and how to deal with problems of mis-541

understanding? […] Research on teaching has tended to ignore those issues with respect to542

teachers. (Shulman 1986, p. 8)543

Shulman (1987) attempted to outline the categories of knowledge that teachers544

must master in order to teach their subject matter. Among the categories, he includes545

both general pedagogical knowledge and discipline-specific pedagogical knowl-546

edge, referred to in literature as ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ (PCK). Shulman547

conceptualised this term (PCK) as being an amalgam between content and pedagogy548

necessary to an understanding of how particular topics, problems and issues are549

organised, represented and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners.550

For example, PCK enables teachers to come up with examples, authentic problems551

and rich applications that enable pupils to see the usefulness of mathematics, the552

links to other disciplines and the interconnectedness of ideas in mathematics. It also553

encompasses an understanding of the learning process itself, including an awareness554

of the conceptions or misconceptions which students may bring to their learning.555

Shulman (1986, 1987) suggested that discipline-specific pedagogical knowledge is556

particularly important for teachers who specialise in teaching a particular subject557

matter, differentiating as such the expert teacher from the content expert. (See Chap.558

5 for a deeper discussion of knowledge in relation to teaching out-of-field.)559

In the early 2000s in the US, Gardner (2004) saw disciplines as being threatened by560

‘facts, which are discipline-neutral subject matter, and which serve as just a textbook561

convenience’ (p. 233), and by ‘interdisciplinarity, which often ignores and obscures562

disciplinary differences’ (p. 233). These pressures were evident worldwide where563

interdisciplinary approaches to broad scale and localised curriculum development564

were being explored through integrated and alternative middle years programmes565

in the early 2000s, and more recently through the schools’ response to the STEM566

agenda.567

What does this shift from tradition mean for science and mathematics education? In a review568

of subject matter, Shulman and Quinlan (1996) predicted that subject matter would again569

take prominence in determining school curriculum as the work of scholars in creating the570

knowledge and of citizens and professional practitioners who use and enjoy the knowledge571

in the real world play a significant role in defining what counts as subject matter. The social572

contexts or communities within which the knowledge is discovered and used will become part573

of the definition of how classrooms are organised for its study. And epistemological questions574

will finally reach parity with questions of substance in characterising the curriculum. (p. 421)575
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6 Subject-Specific Demands of Teaching … 17

Shulman and Quinlan’s (1996) predictions were not unfounded. There was consid-576

erable evidence leading up to 1996 of student dissatisfaction with school, especially577

with what was being offered in the middle years (Anderman and Maehr 1994; Beane578

1990; Sizer 1994). For example, Hill et al. (1993) noted a decline in the engage-579

ment of young adolescents in secondary school compared with their engagement at580

primary school. There was mounting evidence to support a change in direction of581

curricula and syllabi to recognise the unique needs of middle years students.582

The reform in the middle years of schooling in the early 2000s reflected a modified583

emphasis on subjects where the purpose of the subject matter was as context for deliv-584

ering an alternative curriculum concerned with ‘many of the communicative, expres-585

sive, thinking, affective, moral and social experiences which can provide students586

with impetus to their holistic development as young adults’ (Arnold 2000). Arnold587

stated that middle school curricula and syllabi should ‘reflect integrated approaches588

emanating from collaboration between teachers of different subjects and between589

the teachers with their students’ (p. 4). The New Basics curriculum model trialled in590

Australian state of Queensland represented such an integrated framework for curricu-591

lum, pedagogy and assessment (see Matters [2001] for a review of the New Basics592

trial), and signalled a move towards generic description of pedagogy. The framework593

incorporated Productive Pedagogies, derived from Newman’s construct of Authen-594

tic Pedagogy, and Rich Tasks that allowed students to ‘display their understandings,595

knowledge and skills through performance on trans-disciplinary activities that have596

an obvious connection to the real world’ (Matters 2001, p. 2).597

Gardner’s (2001) argument for more purposeful education did not promote the598

integration of subjects but advocated that disciplines should provide the context for599

in-depth study of an area of content. The pressure to get through the curriculum,600

he proposed, should be replaced with opportunities to develop a ‘rounded, three-601

dimensional familiarity with a subject’ (Gardner 2001, p. 5). The subject matter,602

therefore, remains the context for teachers’ knowledge about teaching and learning,603

and a tool for drawing out pedagogical knowledge.604

According to Shulman and Quinlan’s 1996 prediction, ‘Much of the educational605

psychologists’ work will involve inquiries into the advantages of different strate-606

gies for transforming subject into subject matter’ (p. 421). Indeed, Stodolsky (1988)607

noticed striking differences in patterns of instruction in upper primary classrooms608

that she considered to be a function of the subject matter. In challenging the assump-609

tion that teaching and learning were seen as uniform and consistent, Stodolosky610

highlighted that teachers arrange instruction differently depending on what they are611

teaching, and that students respond to instruction differently depending on the struc-612

ture and demands of the lesson.613

Indeed, subject-specific descriptions of pedagogy take into account a subject-614

specific awareness of content that informs pedagogical decisions. Building on Shul-615

man’s (1986) two domains of knowledge, namely SMK and PCK, Ball and her616

colleagues developed the mathematical knowledge (MKT) framework, where MKT617

is ‘the mathematical knowledge needed to carry out the work of teaching mathemat-618

ics’(Ball et al. 2008). The MKT framework provides a framework for the discussion619

of teachers’ mathematical knowledge and has been used extensively in informing the620
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18 C. Crisan and L. Hobbs

development of teacher education programmes and the design of support materials621

for teachers. Subject-specific teaching strategies are described in terms of when to622

use them and the degree to which they are deemed useful (Ball et al. 2005). Where623

pedagogical frameworks or educational policy are described in generic terms, the624

focus shifts from the knowledge structures, skills, processes and stories of the sub-625

ject to more general issues, such as student learning, developing relationships and626

personal development. Also, the teacher’s identity shifts from subject specialist to627

pedagogue. While these shifts in themselves are not necessarily negative outcomes628

for teachers with strong understanding and content appreciation, for teachers who do629

not have those passions and positive background experiences to inform their teaching,630

the aesthetic of the subject can be lost.631

Stodolsky and Grossman (1995) claim that the content provides the context for632

the secondary teacher, not just in terms of the subject matter to be taught, but in the633

ways teachers think about learning, assessment and their roles as teachers (see also634

Grossman and Stodolsky 1995; Siskin 1994; Stodolsky 1988). Research has shown635

that the content places contextual demands on teachers’ interpretation and response636

to a ‘generic’ imperative to make schooling relevant (Darby-Hobbs 2013). Teachers’637

beliefs about the value of the subject are bound up in the perceived potential purposes638

that the content could have for students and themselves.639

The specificity of subject teaching is delineated on the basis of content, but the640

teacher’s understanding of how to teach the subject is based on more than content641

knowledge.642

Sullivan (2003) recognises the importance of an aesthetic dimension of teachers’643

mathematical knowledge, asserting that:644

this knowledge is not just about the formal processes that have traditionally formed the645

basis of mathematics curriculums in school and universities but the capacity to adapt to646

new ways of thinking, the curiosity to explore new tools, the orientation to identify and647

describe patterns and commonalities, the desire to examine global and local issues from648

a mathematical perspective, and the passion to communicate a mathematical analysis and649

world view. (p. 3)650

Research by Hobbs showed that a teacher’s pedagogy is informed by subject651

matter and passion (Hobbs 2012). A teacher’s multiple identities arise out of the652

interaction between their perceptions of themselves as subject specialist and peda-653

gogue. Their identity can, therefore, be deeply seated in the subject that they teach654

and have been enculturated into. A mathematics teacher from Hobbs’ study, for655

example, indicated that she thought of herself as a teacher of students rather than a656

subject specialist; however, her dealings with students were bound up in her aware-657

ness of the learning needs of her students that were specific to that subject, that is,658

a need to support their mathematics learning. Although the welfare of her students659

was foremost in her mind, the subject-specificity of her pedagogical purpose lies in660

her awareness of the reasons for these approaches, and what aspects of mathematics661

she values and expects to expose for her students to respond to (see Ball et al. 2005).662

It was, therefore, not possible to think of her teacher identity in a non-subject-related663

way.664
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6.7 The Challenges of Crossing Boundaries665

for Non-specialist Mathematics Teachers: A Case Study666

of an In-service Course from England667

The need to conceptualise pedagogy in subject-informed ways extends to how we668

conceptualise professional development for in-service teachers. Generic-based pro-669

fessional learning opportunities cater for only part of the teacher’s professional needs.670

Research has shown that teachers in rural or regional settings can feel disenfranchised671

by professional learning programmes that cater for the needs of the whole school at672

the expense of subject-related needs (Tytler et al. 2008). Other research shows that the673

subject matters with regard to teacher support. Subject-specific mentors have been674

shown to be more effective in US science teacher induction programmes due to the675

specific support they can give in the areas of instruction, running practical activities,676

and planning, as well as support to incorporate ‘science as inquiry’ and the ‘nature of677

science’ into their teaching (Luft 2008). Grossman et al. (2004) further highlight the678

importance of providing external sources of subject-matter expertise when support-679

ing reform efforts. They assert that the extent, and availability, of subject-specific680

instructional leadership has an effect on the degree to which teachers incorporate681

reform ideals into their practice: ‘how teachers and administrators respond to and682

implement subject-specific policies will vary considerably, depending largely on683

their own knowledge of and beliefs about the subject in question’ (p. 12).684

Negotiating the boundaries between subjects can be difficult for the out-of-field685

teacher who has limited background and appreciation of what it means to teach the686

subject. Unfortunately, for some of these out-of-field teachers, there is limited access687

to people who might be seen as culture brokers (Stanley and Brickhouse 2001) who688

could play an important role in assisting them with their border crossing. The head689

of department and other subject teachers may assume this role, but some teachers690

receive little support, particularly in small schools in rural and remote locations where691

there are no other teachers to participate in subject-specific professional dialogue or692

where professional development is not readily available or only deals with generic693

teaching and learning issues (see Tytler et al. 2008).694

However, in some countries government policies are responding to the lack of695

subject-related expertise of some teachers, calling for the provision of subject-696

related professional development, delivered by highly specialised teacher educa-697

tors (see Chap. 11 for further analysis of professional development of out-of-field698

teachers). For example, a recent UK government call requires that all staff directly699

involved in the development and delivery of training are experienced in delivering700

high-quality professional development, have a deep understanding of the special-701

ist subject required for high-quality teaching of the subject and understanding how702

teachers develop this knowledge.703

To address the shortage of mathematics teachers in England, UK, serving teach-704

ers, qualified in subjects other than mathematics yet teaching secondary mathematics,705

were eligible to participate in post-initial teacher training subject knowledge enhance-706

ment courses commissioned and funded by the Teacher Development Agency (2011).707
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Crisan and Rodd (2011, 2014) found that the participants on such courses (referred708

to as non-specialists mathematics teacher, the terminology for out-of-filed teachers709

used in England, UK), all of whom were aware of limitations in their own mathemat-710

ics subject knowledge at the beginning of the course, towards the end of the course711

were able to articulate a wider view of the nature of mathematics.712

While an understanding of subject matter content knowledge for teachers is neces-713

sary, Wilson et al. (1987, p. 105) advised that ‘it is not a sufficient condition for being714

able to teach’. Given that the participants on the course were serving teachers, issues715

related to how to teach specific mathematics topics arose naturally in their ques-716

tioning/enquiry and so a prominent feature of the course was also the participants’717

learning about mathematics pedagogical issues, which were taught by example and718

discussion of pedagogical implication of teaching specific mathematics topics. At719

the end of the course, the teachers still lacked fluency with mathematics and were720

far from having secure subject knowledge. However, the teachers overcame some721

difficulties they had with mathematics in the past and, by immersing themselves in722

learning mathematics, they felt more secure and confident in their mathematics and723

teaching of it. These teachers came to appreciate and understand mathematics, and724

related to it in a more personal manner. Familiarity with and learning of new math-725

ematics topics on the course increased their confidence in themselves as learners of726

mathematics.727

This experience of learning to teach mathematics out-of-field illustrates that there728

is no quick-fix re-training to become a mathematics teacher. Experiencing the joy729

and satisfaction of doing mathematics, beginning to see connecting themes in math-730

ematics and experiencing being a mathematics learner on the course positioned the731

participants on the trajectory of learning towards a new identity, that of mathematics732

teachers (Crisan and Rodd 2014). For example, when visiting simplifying algebraic733

expressions, the participants surprised us with the questions they were asking. The734

questions were not just about how to get an answer; the teachers were enquiring about:735

the mathematics vocabulary specific to the topic and the appropriateness of using the736

mathematical words in other contexts (e.g. coefficient, term, equal, equivalent); the737

mathematical structure (e.g. in a + 3b−2c, is the last term −2c or 2c?); and collec-738

tion of terms (flexibility of interpretation of operations in an algebraic expression:739

from take away 2c to adding negative 2c). We also observed that these teachers were740

unpicking a mathematics topic to a greater degree than we observed in graduate or741

trainee (or pre-service) teachers who were already confident with simplifying alge-742

braic expressions. It could be argued that our non-specialist mathematics teachers743

were asking these questions because they were lacking the necessary mathemati-744

cal knowledge; however, their enquiries were evidence of their generic pedagogical745

knowledge in action where they had the ultimate aim of enhancing their mathemat-746

ical subject-specific pedagogical knowledge, while at the same time facilitating an747

awareness of and a deepening of their own understanding of the subject matter under748

scrutiny. Our non-specialist teachers came on this course with weak subject knowl-749

edge, which they consolidated through thinking of questions of pedagogical nature750

(e.g. how would I teach this?, what if pupils would ask this?).751
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As the course progressed, we noticed that the non-specialist participants became752

less preoccupied with how to teach particular mathematical knowledge and more753

interested in the learning and doing of mathematics. They began to see mathematics754

in a new light, more than just a set body of knowledge and skills. For example,755

while on the course, Jessie, a Physical Education (PE) specialist teacher on the in-756

service course expressed a view of mathematics knowledge as reified items: ‘all of757

a sudden and everything that I’ve got from pockets of knowledge here and pockets758

of knowledge there, just all falls into place’ (Jessie, interview).759

The teachers experienced joy and surprise at noticing connections between dif-760

ferent topics, starting to see mathematics in a new light, more than just a set body761

of knowledge and skills. For example, when looking at the mathematics within the762

Pascal triangle, the teachers were amazed to discover many mathematics topics they763

had previously studied ‘in the triangle’. ‘It’s all in there!’ exclaimed Matthew in764

disbelief.765

In interviews, in their assignments and in class presentations, the teachers talked766

about their changing of views of mathematics towards that of more useful or more767

real: for example, ‘Through completing this course I feel I’ve moved on from viewing768

mathematics as a pure subject that is learnt in classrooms to seeing mathematics as769

something that has endless applications’ (Nas, final assignment). Just like Nas, Crisan770

and Rodd (2014) found that by the end of the in-service course, most of the non-771

specialist mathematics teachers were ‘talking the talk’ about what it takes to be a772

mathematics teacher, influenced by the practices promoted by the in-service course.773

For example, they talked about the interconnectedness of the mathematics topics,774

links between topics, use of investigative approaches and group work.775

Nevertheless, ‘talking the talk’ did not imply ‘walking the walk’ as we also found776

that teachers on an in-service course may seek to belong to a community of math-777

ematics teachers, but lack of mathematical knowledge is reflected in less effective778

pedagogical choices. This was the case for Eva, a PE specialist and a non-specialist779

mathematics teacher on such an in-service course, who worked in a school as a780

teaching assistant, Eva was very well supported by the mathematics department and781

she used the resources this environment affords for her mathematical development:782

‘all the mathematics teachers in my school help me get on with mathematics’ (post-783

lesson observation interview). However, when teaching her low prior-attaining 11-784

and 12-year-old students to work with fractions she restricted instruction to rehearsal785

of standard rules only. She did not exploit linguistic, diagrammatic or scenario rep-786

resentations, while the downloaded materials were used unadapted and were rather787

inappropriate, suggesting a restricted subject-specific pedagogical knowledge, hence788

making a less effective pedagogical choice in her lesson.789

Generally, however, Crisan and Rodd (2014) found that the non-specialist mathe-790

matics teachers, all of whom enrolled on the in-service courses with an awareness of791

limitations in own mathematics subject knowledge, were able to articulate a wider792

view of what mathematics was about towards the end of the course. Ahmed, a non-793

specialist mathematics teacher with a specialist teaching background in computer794

science, was almost demanding to be shown how to answer ‘types of mathematics795

questions’ in an instrumental way: ‘Show us: Step 1, step 2, and so on. Just like796
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in programming’. Towards the end of the course, Ahmed became more adaptable797

and he too started to experience joy and satisfaction of seeing connecting themes in798

mathematics and experiencing being a mathematics learner on the course.799

Research by Crisan and Rodd (2011, 2014) shows that being learners of mathemat-800

ics and immersing themselves in doing mathematics have increased their confidence801

with the subject matter by revisiting and developing their fluency with the school802

mathematics topics they would be required to teach. Moreover, reflection on their803

own learning of and doing mathematics nurtured the non-specialists’ mathematical804

awareness by noticing more mathematically and pedagogically, developing thus a805

subject-specific pedagogy.806

Indeed, the need for extensive professional development and support illustrates807

that some teachers find it difficult to learn to teach a subject effectively. It also808

illustrates that generic skills are not enough for a subject teacher. How then, can a809

teacher be expected to teach difficult subjects effectively when they are out-of-field or810

unspecialised? This question takes on particular import when the subject boundaries811

are removed, which appears to be a possible pathway for education into the future.812

6.8 What Does the Future Hold?813

In many parts of the world, there are shifts towards new ways of conceptualising814

schools and curriculum, leading to alternative teacher collaboration models, and815

challenges to the traditional siloed approach to curriculum knowledge. The viru-816

lent spread of STEM globally moves towards an automated and therefore changing817

workforce, and disruptions caused by international comparisons (such as PISA and818

TIMSS) all put pressure on schools to rethink and rebadge what they teach and how819

they teach it. As a result, the subject teacher as they currently exist is potentially820

going to be re-scoped, that is, the scope within which they are expected to operate821

is likely to expand or at least shift from individual subjects to a more amalgamated,822

problem-based space. This re-scoping may lead to a blurring of the boundaries that823

have traditionally delineated the knowledge considered important for education; it824

may also render some knowledge redundant. In the 1980s, the move towards integra-825

tion (LaPorte and Sanders 1995), and the Science-Technology-Society (STS) focus826

of the 1960s and 1970s (Yager 1996), had a similar effect, although the longevity827

of this agenda was threatened by concerns that the subject disciplinary knowledge828

and practices were compromised, and pressure to reinstall the traditional subjects829

prevailed. The recent push for STEM in many countries (such as the United States,830

United Kingdom, and more recently in Australia) similarly faces similar criticism,831

with concerns raised about interdisciplinary approaches to STEM leading to superfi-832

cial treatment of some subjects. McGarr and Lynch (2015) for example raise concerns833

about the colonisation of technology and engineering spaces by mathematics and sci-834

ence, which have greater power and status because they have more defined subject835

boundaries, and there are strong rules governing what content is and is not part of836

the subject. However, other research has found that even, mathematics teacher with837
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excellent pedagogical skills and adequate mathematics knowledge actually found838

it quite difficult to integrate mathematics into STEM programmes (Mousa 2016).839

Superficiality can also arise because of the limited expertise of the teachers in some840

of the subjects that they are expected to integrate. To make this work, teacher col-841

laboration models need to ensure specialist knowledge within the teaching team is842

pooled and out-of-field teachers are supported; also teaching spaces can be opened843

up and modified to allow for seamless interaction between the in-field and out-of-844

field teachers as needed. It is important to remember, however, that interdisciplinary845

teams are typical in the STEM disciplines and industries because of the need for846

complex solutions to complex real-world problems, so modelling of this type of847

shared expertise can potentially lead to quite innovative curriculum. For example,848

teachers of science can work with the mathematics, technology and arts teachers to849

develop a student project, e.g. a vehicle design that requires student learning in each850

of the four subjects during the same school term. This approach is quite different851

to a unit of work taught by one teacher who incorporates both mathematics and852

science outcomes; in this approach, unless the teacher has a full appreciation of the853

mathematical and scientific concepts involved they are at risk of giving inadequate854

treatment to both content areas.855

Another example of this interdisciplinary approach comes from Finland, who,856

since 2016, are ‘trading in teaching by subject (e.g. an hour of history followed by an857

hour of geometry) in favour of “phenomenon teaching,” or teaching by topic’ (Briggs858

2016, p. x). The main goal of the reform was to ‘create better prerequisites for suc-859

cessful teaching and for meaningful and enjoyable learning so that students would860

develop better competences for lifelong learning, active citizenship, and sustainable861

lifestyle’ (Airaksinen et al. 2017, p. 2). While this reform was met with initial objec-862

tions by teachers who have spent their careers developing subject-specific teaching863

expertise, reports show that there is some advancement in student learning outcomes864

(Briggs 2016). This type of systemic reform of the curriculum requires a recon-865

ceptualization of the role, commitments and expertise of the teacher, as well as a866

move towards learning that is more active and participatory in nature (Airaksinen,867

Halinen and Linturi). Proponents of the model state that ‘At the level of disciplinary868

experts, there needs to be continuous involvement of real-world users of the disci-869

plines, in addition to reform-minded academics’ (Briggs 2016, p. 1). Indeed, Airaksi-870

nen, Halinen and Linturi highlight that crossing the boundaries within schools will871

require ‘strengthening of the collaborative, multidisciplinary, and multiprofessional872

approach, developing the schools as a learning community’ (p. 13), and that teaching873

competences would need to be re-conceptualised as transversal in nature rather than874

subject bound.875

6.9 Conclusion876

The argument in this chapter assumes that the expertise of a (secondary) teacher877

has, at least in some part, some alignment with the fields of knowledge, ways of878
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knowing and modes of inquiry that they have encountered at university and in their879

initial teacher education. When ‘in-field’, their teaching allotment aligns with their880

specialisations, which, it is assumed, prepares them for teaching the subject content881

and pedagogy. When allotment does not match this background, the teacher is con-882

sidered out-of-field. Of course, there are many aspects of a teacher’s expertise which883

can be considered general to teaching and not specific to the subject. However, even884

seemingly generic knowledge can be understood through the lens of the subject.885

Teachers teaching a number of different subjects are expected to understand ped-886

agogical traditions in each subject, including basic assumptions that underpin these887

traditions and expectations. Out-of-field teachers may be less aware of the demands888

imposed by the subject culture and may be ill-equipped to appropriately filter, or889

respond to predominant pedagogies that may not necessarily align with reformist890

agendas in mathematics or science. Being aware of the demands of the subject can891

enhance a teacher’s ability to seek appropriate alternative practices. This is signif-892

icant for a number of reasons. First, subject pedagogies within the school have the893

potential to shape the practice of a novice or out-of-field teacher, particularly if those894

traditions and practices are deeply rooted in the school subject culture. Teachers who895

are flexible and embrace innovation and change are more likely to be successful896

in countering prevailing subject pedagogies that perpetuate traditional and ineffec-897

tive teaching practices. Second, knowing what works and what does not, and an898

appreciation for how the subject both affords and limits change is required before a899

teacher can contribute meaningfully to conversations about curriculum development900

and innovation.901

Having a background in a discipline is likely to equip teachers with the disci-902

plinary knowledge to draw on in their teaching and an appreciation and enthusiasm903

for the subject that can be transmitted to students, qualities that are often used to904

define effective teachers (Darby 2005) and potentially lacking for teachers teaching905

out-of-field (Ingvarson et al. 2004). Other research shows that, while a teacher’s906

practice is dependent on the experiences that the teacher has had with the subject907

or discipline, these experiences are not necessarily related to exposure at university908

level. For example, other factors, such as career trajectory (Siskin 1994) and profes-909

sional development (Crisan and Rodd 2014; Tytler et al. 1999), have been found to be910

cogent in determining how teachers approach teaching and learning. These research911

outcomes highlight the importance of paying attention to teachers’ experiences of912

the subject they are teaching. Evident also is an assumption that teachers can be913

enculturated, hence inducted into the culture of a subject through their experiences,914

and that, with further training, teachers can improve their competence and confidence915

in teaching a subject in which they have previously had limited background. Further916

research is needed that problematises the assumption that disciplinary training auto-917

matically and alone leads to effective teaching. Such research could explore those918

experiences that teachers teaching out-of-field believe are instrumental in developing919

confidence and competence in their teaching.920
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